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Discover the Spring Harvest Worship Years
2006-2010 Digital Songbook
Over the years of the Spring Harvest
songbook, there have been many
helpful guest comments made which
help us to refine our resource and
hopefully deliver something more
useful
the following year. The one
problem we’ve always struggled to
solve is when a worship leader wants to
play the song in a different key to the
book. This may be because they need
to sing it in a different register for male
or female voice, or just drop it up or
down a key to make it easier to lead.
It may be that we want some songs to
flow in a medley and to have them in
the same key may help this to work. We
are very excited to partner with Power
Music and bring you The Worship Years
2006-2010 Digital Songbook featuring
the ability to change the key of the

guitar chords for every song. Note that
the music scores cannot be changed;
maybe we’ll be able to achieve this in
the future! Any of the songs can be
printed out for your worship team or by
utilising the software directly from a PC
you can use monitor screens as “digital”
music stands. You can build playlists for
your church service, search the songs
by title, first line, Scripture or theme and
also ensure that everyone is playing in
the same key. By going online you can
see just how easy it is to use the Digital
Songbook powered by Power Music
Lite. We recommend though that you
upgrade from within the Songbook to
the full version as this enables you to
add your own songs as well as create
your own categories and receive future
updates.

New for 2012
Add highlights and sticky notes to the
songs, just as if you were writing on a
paper book!
To see the software working go to
w w w. s p r i n g h a r ve s t .o r g /
digisongbook where you can see
short videos to help get to grips
with the software. As with all new
software expect a small learning
curve, but the intuitiveness of the
software makes it easy to use and
makes a huge difference to both
worship preparation as well as ‘live’
worship leading. Presently this
software is Windows PC based but
for Mac users we have also packaged
the song scores and guitar chords as
PDFs.
If you have any support issues on the
programme, email Power Music on
info@cambronsoftware.co.uk
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